By t.he use of a semi-iartinga'.e oroperty of the Kolmocorov supremum, the results of Pyke [Proc. Can.bridoe Ph.l. Soc. 64 (1968) , 155-160) on the weak convernence of the empirical prucess wi.h random sample size are simolified and extended to the case of c(>i)-dimensional stocr.astic vectors. 
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where c(,':)-' iff u.>O, j=l,...,p; otherwise, c(u)=O. Consider then the empirical peocess
and denote by
tcEp}.
For p=i, it is well-known that N" weakly converges to a Brownian motion 
and :As = tAsl..., t AS ), where afLb = nin(a,b); tc refer to Neuhaus (1971) 1 ~ p who also reviews the earlier literatvre.
Let now {N,, v>l1 be a sequence of positive integer-valued random variables,
where ý is a positive random variable defined on the same probability space
(1, A,P). Let I be the u-field -enerated by {XI ,...,X), so tha;: is t in n (>1 -r. 
Procf. By (2.3), for every c>0, 
It•
We now show that {W n is a mixing sequence in the sense of R6nyi (1958).
T"hiS follows by defining
where kn--!-ut n-kn 0 as n-o, and noting that
Consequently, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3 of Blum, Hanson and Rosenblatt (1963) , we obtain from Lemma 2.4, the followin_.
Lemma 2.5. If .Ac., then for every e>0 and r>O, there exists a A>O, such that Pyke (1968)], it readily follows from (1.6) and (2.19) that the right hand side of (3.1) can be bounded by n(>O) by a proper choice cf 6'>O. The proof of the theorem then follows by noting that by the results of Neuhaus (1971) , as %-,.
So, in the sequel, we consider the general case of r having an arbitrary distribution on (0,-).
For every r>O, there exists an ao = a.o(n), such that (3.) P{ < a()} < I n.
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Consider then a courtdble set of events Thus, it suffices to show that as v-,.-,
Wi'u W, in the Skorokhod j -topology on DP[0,1;. Now, (3.2) implies the convergence of the finite dimensional distributionz of jW I to those of W, while (2.13) implies that for any tcEP, {W (t): Iv-nl<Sn} V satisfy the "uniform continuity in probability" condition; these two conditions.
in accordance with Theorem I of Mogyorodi (1965), imply the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions of {WK to those of W. So, to complete the proof of the theorem, we require to et-týlish the 'tightness' property of {W '•] when %.-. By (1.7) and (3.5) of Neuhaus (1971) , it suffices to show that for every c>O and ,i>G, there exists a positive 6, such that as o (3.8)
P{w<(W'
] > < n.
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